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May 1, 2013

Jim Wilcox, Principal Manager
500 West Russell Street
P.O. Box 988
Sioux Falls, SD 57101-0988
Telephone (605) 339-8350 fax 612/573-9083
internet - james.c.wilcox@xcelenergy.com

Ms. Patricia Van Gerpen, Executive Director
South Dakota Public Utilities Commission
State Capitol Building
500 East Capitol Avenue
Pierre, South Dakota 57501-5070
Re:

PETITION
2012 DSM STATUS REPORT AND 2014 DSM PROPOSED PLAN
DOCKET NO. EL 13-___

Dear Ms. Van Gerpen:
Enclosed for filing is a Petition by Northern States Power Company requesting approval of a
2012 DSM Status Report, including a request for approval of cost recovery for the 2012 actual
expenditures and incentive, as well as approval of the proposed 2014 DSM program changes,
including a proposed DSM Cost Adjustment Factor.
In accordance with South Dakota Admin. R. 20:10:01:39 through 42, Xcel Energy respectfully
requests confidential treatment of certain information contained in this filing. In compliance
with South Dakota Admin. R. 20:10:01:41, we have clearly marked each page of the confidential
version with the term “CONFIDENTIAL”. A public non confidential version is also being filed
simultaneously.
Pursuant to S.D. Codified Laws Chapter 20:10:01:41, the Company submits the following
justification for confidential treatment of this petition.
(1) An identification of the document and the general subject matter of the materials or
the portions of the document for which confidentiality is being requested;
We request confidential treatment on the grounds that the material is proprietary and trade
secret information, the disclosure of which would result in material damage to the Company’s
financial or competitive position. The petition contains financial information that is not available
to the general public.
(2) The length of time for which confidentiality is being requested and a request for
handling at the end of that time. This does not preclude a later request to extend the
period of confidential treatment;
The Company requests that the petition be recognized as confidential in perpetuity.
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(3) The name, address, and phone number of a person to be contacted regarding the
confidentiality request;
James C. Wilcox
Principal Manager
Xcel Energy
500 W. Russell Street
P.O. Box 988
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57101
(605) 339-8350
(4) The statutory or common law grounds and any administrative rules under which
confidentiality is requested. Failure to include all possible grounds for confidential
treatment does not preclude the party from raising additional grounds in the future;
The claim for confidential treatment is based on South Dakota Admin. R. 20:10:01:39 (4) and
S.D. Codified Laws Chapter 1-27-30. The information contained within the referenced
documents meets the definition of “trade secret” under S.D. Codified Laws Chapter 37-291(4)(1), the South Dakota Uniform Trade Secrets Act, which is defined as information that
“Derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to,
and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by, other persons who can obtain economic
value from its disclosure or use, and… is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the
circumstances to maintain its secrecy.” The information also meets the definition of “proprietary
information” under S.D. Codified Laws Chapter 1-27-28, which is defined as “information on
pricing, costs, revenue, taxes, market share, customers, and personnel held by private entities and
used for that private entity's business purposes.”
(5) The factual basis that qualifies the information for confidentiality under the
authority cited.
Consistent with the terms of the Settlement Stipulation approved by the Commission in the
Company’s recently concluded 2012 electric rate case (docket EL12-046), the rate of return on
equity is confidential.
If anyone has any questions, please call me at 339-8350
Sincerely,

Jim Wilcox
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STATE OF SOUTH DAKOTA
BEFORE THE
SOUTH DAKOTA PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
IN THE MATTER OF THE PETITION OF
NORTHERN STATES POWER COMPANY
FOR APPROVAL OF THE 2012 ANNUAL
DSM STATUS REPORT, INCLUDING 2012
COST RECOVERY AND INCENTIVE AND
APPROVAL OF THE PROPOSED 2014 DSM
PROGRAM CHANGES INCLUDING A NEW
DSM COST ADJUSTMENT FACTOR

PETITION FOR 2012 DSM
PROGRAM APPROVAL AND
PROPOSED 2014 DSM COST
ADJUSTMENT FACTOR
DOCKET NO. EL13- ___

OVERVIEW
Northern States Power Company, doing business as Xcel Energy, submits to the South
Dakota Public Utilities Commission, this Petition seeking approval of the 2012 annual
Demand Side Management Status Report, including 2012 cost recovery and incentive, as
well as approval of proposed 2014 DSM Program changes, including an updated DSM
Cost Adjustment Factor.
Specifically, the Company requests that the Commission:
• Approve the Company’s 2012 DSM Tracker account;
• Approve the incentive earned for 2012 program performance;
• Approve the proposed 2014 DSM Cost Adjustment Factor of $0.000486 per kWh;
• Approve expenditure flexibility of 10 percent above total approved budget starting
in 2013;
• Approve administrative flexibility to adjust rebate levels to align with market
pricing and discontinue equipment rebates made obsolete by increased codes or
standards; and
• Approve the proposed program changes for 2014 summarized on pages 13-15.
The following sections explain in detail the accomplishments of Xcel Energy’s 2012
programs and the proposed changes for 2014.
I.

2012 DSM Status Report – Presents how programs performed in 2012 and shows

budgets and goals, expenditures, actual energy savings, and participation. This section
also presents proposed changes by program for 2014.
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II. 2012 DSM Cost Recovery Report – Provides the 2012 DSM Tracker. Xcel Energy
seeks approval to record $779,427 in DSM spending in its DSM Tracker account.
III. 2012 DSM Cost Adjustment Factor Report – Presents the calculation of the DSM
Cost Adjustment Factor to be applied to customer electric usage for recovery of
2012 DSM expenditures, effective January 1, 2014. Xcel Energy is proposing a new
electric DSM Cost Adjustment Factor of $0.000486/kWh.
IV. DSM Incentive Report – Presents the calculations of Xcel Energy’s DSM Financial
Incentive. The Company requests approval to record and recover from customers
$232,512 in incentive in its DSM Tracker for calendar year 2012.
V.

Summary of 2014 Proposed Program Changes – A summary of the administrative
and program-specific changes proposed to be implemented in 2014. These changes
will ensure the DSM portfolio stays in line with industry trends and best meets our
customer needs.
REPORT

I. 2012 DSM Status Report
A. Executive Summary
In 2012, the first DSM program portfolio was launched, offering a mix of both load
management and energy efficiency programs to our South Dakota customers.1 In its first
year, the portfolio achieved more than 5.6 GWh of savings, which is 155 percent of the
filed goal, and reached total participation of 74,422, which is 101 percent of goal.
Although we far surpassed the savings goal, we are pleased to report that the success was
achieved while staying on target with spend. The total actual expenditures of $779,427 is
less than one percent over the filed budget.2 This success is largely due to the costeffectiveness of our program marketing, which included the highly engaged trade partners
who helped educate customers on our programs.
To evaluate the cost-effectiveness of our portfolio in 2012, we look at both the Total
Resource Cost (TRC) ratio, which compares total benefits to total costs of the portfolio (a
TRC ratio above 1.0 indicates the benefits outweigh the costs), and the Rate Impact
Measure (RIM) ratio, which measures the positive or negative impact the portfolio has on
future rates (a RIM ratio above 1.0 indicates the portfolio does not cause an increase in
The South Dakota Public Utilities Commission approved Xcel Energy’s filed DSM Plan on October 21, 2013.
(Docket No. EL 11-013)
2 This overspend of the approved budget is discussed in the DSM Cost Recovery Report section on page 10-11.
1
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future rates and, therefore, does not negatively impact non-participants’ bills). These
ratios help demonstrate the impact this portfolio has on the entire customer base,
including both participants and non-participants. If a program or portfolio has a TRC
ratio above one, it is considered to be cost-effective by utility standards. In the table
below we are including our TRC ratios as well as RIM ratios to further demonstrate that
our portfolio had a positive impact on our rates. As shown in the table below, the 2012
portfolio provided benefits to all of our South Dakota customers as demonstrated with a
TRC Ratio of 2.55 and a RIM Ratio of 1.20.
Much of our program success came from the Lighting Efficiency program, which
achieved nearly 200 percent of its filed goal for kWh savings. On the residential side,
both the Residential Home Lighting and Saver’s Switch® programs exceeded both their
participation and savings goals. The table below provides a breakdown of 2012
achievements by program. A comparison of 2012 goals versus actuals is provided as
Attachment A.
Executive Summary Table - 2012 Actual Achievements
2012
Business Segment
Lighting Efficiency
Business Saver's Switch
Peak and Energy Control
Business Segment Total
Residential Segment
Ground Source Heat
Pump
Residential Home Lighting
Residential Saver's Switch
Consumer Education
Residential Segment
Total

Electric
Participants

Expenditures

Generator
kW

96
0
1
97

$539,157
$15,814
$2,203
$557,174

917
0
95
1,012

4,321,664
0
1,043
4,322,707

1.26
2.14
1.26

2.28
33.92
2.30

1
5,569
755
68,000

$5,517
$39,810
$163,851
$8,287

1
102
765

16,758
1,264,636
6,868

0.19
0.72
1.51

0.22
5.03
4.28
-

74,325

$217,465

868

1,288,262

1.07

4.23

Planning Segment
Regulatory Affairs
Planning Segment Total
PORTFOLIO TOTAL

74,422

Generator
kWh

RIM
Ratio

TRC
Ratio

$4,789

-

$4,789

-

$779,427
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1,880

5,610,969

1.20

2.55
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This DSM plan was created based on market assumptions and forecasts of customer
interest. With this first year, we saw a mix of program popularity; some programs were
met with an overwhelming number of applicants while others ended the year with under a
handful of participants. The budget flexibility that the Commission approved in its
October 21, 2011 Order, which allowed us to shift funds among programs, was essential
for us to respond to the unforeseen customer demand of the Lighting Efficiency
program. We request that this budget flexibility continues to be allowed. In addition, we
ask the Commission to consider expanding that budget flexibility to allow us to exceed
our total approved budget by up to 10 percent. This will provide the flexibility needed to
manage this budget as close to goal without the fear of a penalty if we do slightly exceed
the budget as we did in 2012. This proposed flexibility would allow us to fully recover
our expenditures, up to 110 percent of approved budget. The incentive would remain
capped at 30 percent of approved budget.
This first year also demonstrated the need for administrative flexibility to ensure our
programs evolve in alignment with our fast-paced industry. We request the Commission
grant us administrative flexibility that covers two specific needs: (1) to adjust rebate levels
to align with market pricing; and, (2) to discontinue offerings, typically the lowest
efficiency offered, as codes and standards can increase and make obsolete the rebates for
lower efficiency equipment. Any administrative changes made under this flexibility would
be communicated to the Commission staff informally as part of the decision-making
process and will be reported in the subsequent Status Report.
2012 proved to be a successful year for our DSM portfolio. We launched a well-balanced
portfolio of programs that offered something for all of our customers. More details of
each program’s performance in 2012 are offered in the Program Achievements section
below.
B. Program Achievements
Lighting Efficiency
The Lighting Efficiency program offers rebate incentives to Xcel Energy commercial and
industrial customers who purchase and install qualifying energy efficient lighting products.
Rebates are offered to encourage customers to purchase energy efficient lighting by
lowering the upfront costs associated with new lighting equipment.
The Lighting Efficiency program is promoted primarily through the Xcel Energy website
and the lighting trade. In addition, Xcel Energy account managers work directly with our
largest customers to help them identify energy saving opportunities in lighting. Our
Business Solutions Center serves all business customers, particularly the small business
customers who need information on our rebate programs.
4
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2012 Activity and Results for the Lighting Efficiency Program

The program was very successful and exceeded anticipated savings goals. The total
program budget was used to reach these goals with very little marketing effort and the
program ended 2012 with a backlog of applications totaling more than the total budget
allotted for the 2013 program year. These achievements were a result of a highly engaged
trade network and strong customer interest.

Proposed Program Changes for 2014 for the Lighting Efficiency Program

Xcel Energy proposes an increased program budget for Lighting Efficiency to better
accommodate the high market demand. In addition, the Company proposes the following
rebate measure changes for 2014:
• The Company proposes to refine the Light Emitting Diode (LED) category
definitions and rebate levels to better adapt to current market conditions. Prescriptive
rebates for a variety of LED measures, including ENERGY STAR qualified interior
LED lamps and fixtures, were included in the retrofit and new construction program
starting in 2012. Since then, LED technology has improved and has expanded into
additional measures like retrofit kits, wall packs and integrated stair well fixtures and
has enabled the costs for LED products to decrease substantially.
• The Company proposes to redefine rebate categories and rebate levels for occupancy
sensors to adapt to market conditions. Occupancy sensor technologies have
advanced in the last few years, and now it is fairly easy and cost beneficial to purchase
fixtures that include an occupancy sensor. As a result, the rebate levels we currently
provide for retrofits are no longer appropriate relative to the market cost of the
equipment. To address these market conditions, we have modified the measure by
adding a connected load requirement and have reduced rebate levels for wall and
ceiling sensors.
• The Company proposes to remove various prescriptive rebates for products that are
not trending in the commercial and industrial market. Currently, there is low interest
for High Intensity Discharge (HID) products, compact fluorescent lighting (CFL), T5
fluorescent retrofits, traffic lighting retrofits and new construction rebates in the
market. We propose to remove these measures to better align with market demand;
however, we will honor rebate requests for these measures for applications received
in 2013 when those rebates will be paid with 2014 program year dollars.
At the time of this filing, the program has used 100 percent of its 2013 budget to pay out
as many rebates as possible in the backlog of applications received in 2012. With the
demand being overwhelmingly greater than the approved program budget, Xcel Energy
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suspended the program as of April 1, 2013. Xcel Energy is no longer accepting
applications for this program, and the current backlog represents rebates that total just
under the proposed 2014 budget. In light of this, we may not be able to reopen the
program to new applications until 2015 in which case the proposed 2014 program
changes will be implemented in 2015. Xcel Energy will honor measures that existed at the
time the applications were submitted, even if they no longer are being offered. For
example, an application received in February of 2013 that includes HID products will be
given a rebate for those measures even though they are not offered as part of the 2014
program.
Business Saver’s Switch®
Saver’s Switch is a direct load control load management program available to business
customers. Similar to Electric Rate Savings, Saver’s Switch is utilized generally on hot,
humid summer weekdays when Xcel Energy’s load in the MISO region is expected to
exceed peak capacity; however, Saver’s Switch is available to all commercial customers,
provided they have qualifying central air conditioners. Participating business customers
receive a monthly discount of $5 per enrolled ton of air conditioning during the months
of June through September. In exchange, these customers allow Xcel Energy to control
electric central air conditioners on days of peak electric demand.
Switch hardware and installation work are the significant costs for the commercial Saver’s
Switch program, both for new customer installations and maintenance on existing
switches. In addition, we incur labor costs for managing the program and promotional
expenses for program expansion.
Saver’s Switch is promoted through mass-market channels. Eligible electric consumers
are informed about the program via direct mail, bill inserts, newsletters and outbound call
campaigns. Customers also can enroll via the Xcel Energy website and view an interactive
demo that explains the switch, installation, and what happens on control days.

2012 Activity and Results for the Business Saver’s Switch Program

In 2012, there were no commercial Saver’s Switches deployed in South Dakota and as a
result, the program was under budget for the year. The main program expenses for 2012
were related to maintenance on existing switches resulting in service calls from the
installation vendors. The lack of participants was a result of an assumption that
customers would sign up without the support of direct mail activities. The decision to not
utilize a direct mail campaign was based on the historical program trend of receiving a
moderate level of participation without marketing, as well as the forecasted need to
allocate some program dollars over to the Residential Saver’s Switch program to support
the backlog of applications that program had going into 2012. Unfortunately, the
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program did not see the typical customer interest. Learning from this, the program is
reinvesting dollars to marketing activities in 2013 in hopes to meet the participation goal.

Proposed Program Changes for 2014 for the Business Saver’s Switch Program

For 2014, we updated the program’s technical assumptions to incorporate the most recent
load relief per switch estimates. These estimates, which came from of a recent analysis
done in our Minnesota service territory, reduce the program’s savings forecast, causing
cost/benefit ratios for the Business Saver’s Switch program to fall below one.
Peak Controlled and Energy Controlled Rates
The Peak Controlled and Energy Controlled Service Rates program offers customers a
monthly discount on their demand charges in return for reducing electric loads by a
minimum of 50 kW, to a predetermined level, when notified by Xcel Energy. The Peak
Controlled and Energy Controlled Service Rate program is utilized generally on hot,
humid summer weekdays when Xcel Energy’s load in the MISO region is expected to
exceed peak capacity. The Peak Control and Energy Control programs are marketed by
account management directly to the customers that meet program qualifications.

2012 Activity and Results for the Peak Controlled and Energy Controlled Rates
Program

The program was under budget significantly due to lower than expected program
participation. The low number of participants is due to a limited number of customers
that meet the program requirements and have the ability to reduce their loads.

Proposed Program Changes for 2014 for the Peak Controlled and Energy
Controlled Rates Program
None.

Ground Source Heat Pump
The Ground Source Heat Pump (GSHP) program provides a rebate to Xcel Energy
residential account holders who purchase and install a qualifying closed-loop GSHP
where electricity is used as the primary heating and cooling source. Customers must install
the GSHP for both space heating and space cooling; systems installed for the purpose of
heating only or cooling only will not be rebated through the Xcel Energy program. This
program does not offer additional rebate dollars for domestic water heating with the
GSHP unit.
The program is marketed primarily via the GSHP installers. Customers are also made
aware of the program via direct mail, email newsletters, consumer events and Xcel
Energy’s website.
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2012 Activity and Results for the Ground Source Heat Pump Program

The program was under budget significantly due to low participation. The limited
number of participants was due to the limited number of eligible customers who meet the
electric heating and cooling source requirement noted above. This technology’s
installation and equipment costs, as compared to the cost of other heating and cooling
options, also were factors in the program’s minimal participation.

Proposed Program Changes for 2014 for the Ground Source Heat Pump Program

None.

Home Lighting
Energy efficient light bulbs are an economical and easy way for customers to save
electricity. The Home Lighting program promotes the use of energy efficient lighting to
our residential customers. The program works with bulb manufacturers, retailers and
other partners to offer instant rebates enabling customers to purchase efficient lighting at
a discounted price. Some bulbs are priced as low as $1 each. The customer purchases up
to 12 bulbs and receives the discounted price at the cash register. Discounts are available
during limited-time promotional periods.
Bulb discounts were advertised using a variety of channels, such as in-store signage and
news releases. For the Home Lighting program, incentives, labor and promotional
expenses made up the majority of the budget, with incentives accounting for more than
50 percent of costs.

2012 Activity and Results for the Home Lighting Program

The program exceeded its participation and savings goals while spending less than the
approved budget. We believe that these achievements were the result of customers
responding favorably to promotions, and it supports the idea that our South Dakota
customers are looking for ways to become more energy efficient and reduce their energy
bills.

Proposed Program Changes for 2014 for the Home Lighting Program

To keep the program in line with industry trends and consistent with our offerings in
other states, Xcel Energy proposes three program changes to be implemented in 2014:
• The Company proposes to expand the program to offer incentives on both CFL
and LED lighting. The LED incentives will be delivered in the same manner as the
current CFL incentives are provided. LED incentives will be up to $10 off the retail
price per bulb.
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• The Company proposes to partner with the City of Sioux Falls and MidAmerican
Energy’s existing home audit program, HomeCheck®, to deliver and install high
efficiency bulbs in customer homes. We will start with installing CFL bulbs and
may transition into installing LED bulbs as the market progresses. Although the
audits themselves will be promoted through the Consumer Education program,
Xcel Energy will pay for and claim the energy saved from the bulbs through the
Home Lighting program.
• The Company further proposes to add the promotion of CFL Recycling to the
program offering. CFL Recycling is an environmentally friendly method for
disposing of CFLs that contain small amounts of mercury. Xcel Energy will
promote the importance of CFL recycling to customers and will look at different
options to determine the best way to motivate customers to recycle CFLs.
Residential Saver’s Switch®
The Saver’s Switch program offers residential customers discounts on their summer bills
in exchange for allowing Xcel Energy to cycle their homes’ central air conditioners during
days when demand approaches its peak. Customers with qualifying electric water heaters
can enroll those in addition to their air conditioners for additional discounts. Participants
in the central air conditioning program receive a 15 percent discount on their June
through September electric energy charges. Participants receive an additional two percent
discount for enrolling their electric water heaters. Water heater discounts apply year
round and water heaters can be controlled year round.
Switch hardware and installation work are the significant costs for the residential Saver’s
Switch program, both for new customer installations and maintainence on existing
switches. In addition we incur labor costs for managing the program and incur
promotional expenses for program expansion.
Saver’s Switch is promoted through mass-market channels. Eligible electric consumers
are informed about the program via direct mail, bill inserts, newsletters and outbound call
campaigns. Customers also can enroll via the Xcel Energy website and view an interactive
demo that explains the switch, installation, and what happens on control days.

2012 Activity and Results for the Residential Saver’s Switch Program

While meeting the switch installation target for the year the program was approximately
10 percent under budget, primarily due to low marketing expenses.

Proposed Program Updates for 2014 for the Residential Saver’s Switch Program
None.
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Consumer Education
The Consumer Education program is an indirect impact program that focuses primarily
on creating awareness of energy conservation and providing residential customers with
information and resources to reduce energy usage in their homes. Because the residential
segment is varied demographically, Xcel Energy employs a variety of tactics and a mix of
channels to communicate the conservation message.

2012 Activity and Results for the Consumer Education Program

Customers responded favorably to the program’s three-day community outreach event in
July as well as our seasonal email campaign that provided residential energy tips and
website links to energy efficiency videos. By leveraging these popular yet low-cost tactics,
we exceeded the electric participation goal for this program while under spending the
approved budget.

Proposed Program Changes for 2014 for the Consumer Education Program

Beginning in 2014, we plan to expand the Consumer Education program to include a
targeted effort that encourages customers to participate in a home energy audit. This
effort, which is a partnership with MidAmerican Energy and the City of Sioux Falls, will
encourage customers to obtain a home energy audit and allows for the installation of two
energy efficient light bulbs during each audit. Xcel Energy will capture the electric savings
through its Home Lighting program while MidAmerican Energy captures gas savings. An
online audit also is available to all of our customers and will be promoted through the
Consumer Education program.
Regulatory Affairs Administration
The Planning & Administration group manages all DSM regulatory filings, directs and
prepares cost-benefit analyses, provides results of energy conservation achievements, and
prepares cost recovery reports. The group also provides procedures for effectively
addressing requirements for the DSM regulatory process.

2012 Activity and Results for Regulatory Affairs Administration

The Regulatory team worked closely with program management throughout the year to
respond to the needs of this newly launched portfolio of programs; however, since there
were no filings to be developed in 2012, the program came in under budget.

Proposed Program Changes for 2014 for Regulatory Affairs Administration
None.
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II. DSM Cost Recovery Report
Cost-effective conservation benefits all of our customers by reducing the need to build
new power plants or other generation facilities to meet our customers’ electricity needs.
Conservation also has environmental benefits, including a reduction in air pollution and
greenhouse gas emissions associated with using fossil fuels. This section reports the actual
2012 spending and cost recovery, as well as the Company’s carrying charge rates.
In an effort to pay out as many rebates as possible in the Lighting Efficiency application
backlog, the Company intended to expend 100 percent of our approved budget in 2012.
With limited visibility into the details of our mid-month expenditures, the Company
unintentionally overspent the approved budget by $4,386. We discussed this overspend
with Commission Staff and with their guidance, Xcel Energy is requesting recovery of the
total DSM expenditures equaling $779,427, which is 101 percent of the approved budget.
This total includes administrative costs incurred between the Commission’s October 2011
approval of the DSM Plan and the program launch in January 2012. These costs, which
total $4,691, represent administrative efforts including creating program collateral and
building out internal software for program implementation and tracking. In addition to
the DSM expenses of $779,427, Xcel Energy is requesting recovery of $232,512 in
financial incentive earned for our 2012 DSM performance for total recovery of
$1,011,939.
Supportive documentation for this cost recovery request, some of which falls under the
category of confidential data, is provided as Attachment B of this filing and includes:
• Calculations of the Carrying Charge Rates used during 2012 and found in the 2012
DSM Tracker; and
• Xcel Energy’s 2012 DSM Tracker, which documents monthly DSM expenditures
and recovered costs.
III. DSM Cost Adjustment Factor Report
The current DSM Cost Adjustment Factor of $0.000496 per customer kWh was approved
by the Commission on October 21, 2011 in Docket No. EL11-013. This rate was
implemented on January 1, 2012. Xcel Energy requests a new DSM Cost Adjustment Factor
of $0.000486 per customer kWh to be effective with the first billing cycle of January 2014.
Supportive documentation for this rate change request, some of which falls under the
category of confidential data, is provided as Attachment C of this filing and includes:
• Information specified in South Dakota Administrative Rule 20:10:13:26 regarding
the updated DSM Cost Adjustment Factor;
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•

Forecasted 2013 and 2014 DSM Trackers reflecting the forecasted cost recovery
with the current and proposed rates;
• Proposed customer bill notice;
• Proposed updated tariff sheet in both redlined and clean versions.
Xcel Energy will include a customer bill notice informing customers of the change in the
DSM Cost Adjustment Factor. The proposed bill notice is provided on page 5 in
Attachment C. In the event that Commission approval of the proposed adjustment is
delayed beyond December 1, 2013 (in order to implement the rate change by January 1,
2014), the Company will continue to apply the current DSM Cost Adjustment of $0.000496
per kWh up to the first cycle of the first full billing period following Commission approval
of a revised factor.
Xcel Energy requests a new DSM Cost Adjustment Factor of $0.000486 per customer kWh
to be effective with the first billing cycle of January 2014 and to remain in effect through
December 2014 or until the Commission approves a new DSM Cost Adjustment Factor.
This is a decrease of $0.000010 per kWh or two percent. This proposed factor is calculated
to reduce the DSM Tracker balance to $0 by the end of December 2014. It is based on the
forecasted December 2014 unrecovered balance in the Company’s DSM Tracker account.
This forecasted balance is based on the forecasted January 2014 beginning balance, projected
expenditures for 2014, and the forecasted 2014 incentive. The inputs and calculation are
shown below.
[CONFIDENTIAL DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED

Inputs Used to Determine the Forecasted December 2014 Balance
Forecasted beginning balance (Jan 2014)
Approved expenditures (Jan 2014 - Dec 2014)
Forecasted 2014 incentive
Forecasted Dec 31 2014 balance

$775,041
$232,512

Calculation of Revised Electric DSM Cost Adjustment Factor
(1) Forecasted Dec 2014 DSM Tracker Balance
(2) Forecasted 2014 Electric Sales (MWh)
(3) Recalculated Electric DSM Cost Adjustment Rate = (1)/(2)
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CONFIDENTIAL DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED]

The resulting rate is $0.000486 per kWh.
IV. DSM Incentive Report
In accordance with the Commission’s October 21, 2011 Order, which approved an
incentive of 30 percent of expenditures capped at the approved budget of $775,041, Xcel
Energy submits the 2012 incentive calculation.
Calculation Inputs
Approved 2012 Budget
Actual 2012 Spend

$775,041
$779,427

Since the actual expenditure was greater than the approved budget, the incentive was
capped at the approved budget amount. The incentive is calculated as follows:
Approved Budget x 30% = Awarded Incentive
$775,041 x 30% = $232,512
Based on the 2012 expenditures that met and slightly exceeded the approved budget, Xcel
Energy respectfully requests approval of a DSM incentive of $232,512. This incentive is
accounted for in our 2012 DSM Tracker included in Attachment B.
V.

Summary of 2014 Program Updates

This section includes a summary of Xcel Energy’s proposed program changes for the plan
going forward and provides expected participation, savings and spending levels for the
2014 program year.
General Policy Updates
•

Budget Flexibility
In addition to the flexibility to shift dollars among programs, the Company is requesting
that the Commission order in this matter reflect an approval that permits a 10 percent
budget flexibility for total program expenditures starting in 2013. This permission would
13
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allow Xcel Energy to recover all program expenditures up to 110 percent of the approved
budget. The incentive would remain capped at 30 percent of no more than 100 percent
of the approved budget.
•

Administrative Flexibility
The Company requests the Commission grant administrative flexibility that would provide
Xcel Energy with the authority to adjust rebate levels to align with changing market prices
and to discontinue rebates on program offerings, typically the lowest efficiency being
rebated, as changing codes and standards can make obsolete the need for rebates for less
efficient equipment.
•

Technical Assumptions
The Company will review the technical assumptions for all of our programs on an annual
basis and propose changes as needed. This includes applying findings from the
measurement and verification analysis based on Minnesota program evaluations when it is
deemed appropriate to do so. This is not a change from our original plan, but rather a
clarification in case there was any confusion regarding our internal process of reviewing
and updating our assumptions.
Program-specific Updates
•

Lighting Efficiency – The Company proposes the following changes:
o Refine LED category definitions and rebate levels.
o Redefine rebate categories and rebate levels for occupancy sensors.
o Remove the following measures: high intensity discharge (HID) products,
compact fluorescent lighting (CFL), T5 fluorescent retrofits, traffic lighting
retrofits and new construction rebates.

•

Home Lighting – The Company proposes the following changes:
o Expand the program to offer incentives on LED lighting.
o Partner with MidAmerican Energy to deliver and install high efficiency bulbs
in customer homes through that utility’s HomeCheck® program.
o Add the promotion of CFL Recycling to the program offering.

•

Consumer Education – The Company proposes to expand the Consumer
Education program to include a targeted marketing effort that encourages
customers to participate in a home energy audit. This effort will be a partnership
with MidAmerican Energy and the City of Sioux Falls.
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Our 2014 Summary following below provides a forecasted customer participation,
projected savings of both demand in kW and the energy in kWh, and forecasted
expenditures for the proposed 2014 DSM portfolio. The proposed program totals
incorporate the changes described above as well as updated technical assumptions. We
are not requesting an increased budget for 2014, but rather we propose to redistribute the
budget between programs to match program demand. As shown in the table below, the
total portfolio has a passing TRC Ratio of 2.77. We respectfully request the Commission
approve the proposed portfolio changes, which we believe will result in a diverse and
cost-effective portfolio.
Executive Summary Table - 2014 Forecast
2014

Electric
Participants

Electric
Budget

Generator
kW

Generator
kWh

RIM
Ratio

TRC
Ratio

Business Segment
Lighting Efficiency
Business Saver's Switch
Peak and Energy Control
Business Segment Total

102
20
5
127

$446,641
$30,950
$6,000
$483,591

975
24
515
1,514

3,453,118
144
18,928
3,472,190

1.07
0.44
1.12
1.06

2.75
0.74
34.92
2.84

Residential Segment
Ground Source Heat Pump
Residential Home Lighting
Residential Saver's Switch
Consumer Education
Residential Segment Total

5
6,900
750
68,000
75,655

$11,600
$55,000
$181,650
$28,200
$276,450

6
125
668
0
799

32,383
966,382
5,637
0
1,004,402

0.65
0.59
1.14
0.83

0.63
2.77
3.55
2.62

Planning Segment
Regulatory Affairs
Planning Segment Total

0
0

$15,000
$15,000

0
0

0
0

-

-

75,782

$775,041

2,313

4,476,592

1.00

2.77

PORTFOLIO TOTAL
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Service of Filings
We request that communications regarding this Application be directed to:
Kari L.Valley
Assistant General Counsel
Xcel Energy Services Inc.
414 Nicollet Mall, 5th Floor
Minneapolis, MN 55401
(612) 215-4526
SaGonna Thompson
Records Analyst
Xcel Energy Services Inc.
414 Nicollet Mall, 7th Floor
Minneapolis, MN 55401
(612) 330-5500
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CONCLUSION
In summary, the Company respectfully requests that the Commission:
• Approve the Company’s 2012 DSM Tracker account;
• Approve the incentive of $232,512 earned for 2012 program performance;
• Approve the proposed 2014 electric DSM Adjustment Factor of $0.000486 per
kWh; and
• Approve expenditure flexibility of 10 percent above total approved budget starting
in 2013;
• Approve administrative flexibility to adjust rebate levels to align with market
pricing and discontinue equipment rebates made obsolete by increased codes or
standards; and
• Approve the proposed program changes for 2014 summarized on pages 13 and 14.
Xcel Energy looks forward to continuing these programs in South Dakota. The Company
appreciates the interest and efforts of South Dakota policy makers in supporting this
DSM portfolio.
Dated: May 1, 2013
Xcel Energy

By:

________________________________
JAMES C. WILCOX
Principal Manager, Government & Regulatory Affairs
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0
0

Planning Segment
Regulatory Affairs
Planning Segment Total

73,919

15
5,000
750
68,000
73,765

Residential Segment
Ground Source Heat Pump
Residential Home Lighting
Residential Saver's Switch
Consumer Education
Residential Segment Total

PORTFOLIO TOTAL

124
20
10
154

GOAL
Participants

2012
Business Segment
Lighting Efficiency
Business Saver's Switch
Peak and Energy Control
Business Segment Total

$775,041

$15,000
$15,000

$63,375
$50,000
$181,650
$19,800
$314,825

$396,266
$33,950
$15,000
$445,216

GOAL
Electric Budget

3,270

0
0

9
84
713
0
806

554
147
1,763
2,464

GOAL
Generator kW

3,622,703

0
0

260,350
1,037,572
6,020
0
1,303,942

2,222,483
877
95,401
2,318,761

74,422

1
5,569
755
68,000
74,325

96
0
1
97

101%

7%
111%
101%
100%
101%

77%
0%
10%
63%

$779,427

$4,789
$4,789

$5,517
$39,810
$163,851
$8,287
$217,465

$539,157
$15,814
$2,203
$557,174

101%

32%
32%

9%
80%
90%
42%
69%

136%
47%
15%
125%

57%

108%

868

1,880

11%
121%
107%

166%
0%
5%
41%

1
102
765

917
0
95
1,012

5,610,969

1,288,262

16,758
1,264,636
6,868

4,321,664
0
1,043
4,322,707

155%

99%

6%
122%
114%

194%
0%
1%
186%

GOAL
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
ACTUAL
Generator kWh Participants % of Goal Electric Spend % of Goal Generator kW % of Goal Generator kWh % of Goal

Executive Summary Table - 2012 Actual Achievements

1.20

1.07

0.19
0.72
1.51

1.26
2.14
1.26

RIM
Ratio

2.55

-

0.22
5.03
4.28
4.23

2.28
33.92
2.30

TRC
Ratio
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Xcel Energy
South Dakota Capital Structure
Carrying Charge Calculation
State of South Dakota Jurisdiction

2009 Rate Case-Docket EL-09-009
Base Assumptions
Weighted Cost of Capital
Weighted Cost of Capital
Book Depreciation Rate
Tax Depreciation Life - MACRS
Composite SD Tax Rate =
Composite Company Tax Rate =
Property Tax Exempt =

8.32%
30 years
20 years
35.0000%
40.8481%

3.33%

0.000%

Use these values beginning January 1, 2011:
(b) Composite SD Tax Rate

35.0000%

(c) Carrying Charge Rate =
[CONFIDENTIAL DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED
Annual Revenue Requirements Factor (Rate Base Factor)
= {Overall Rate of Return - (Weighted Debt Cost x Tax Rate)}/(1 - Tax Rate)
=
=

0.1117

Monthly Revenue Requirements Factor
= {(1 + Annual Revenue Requirements Factor)^(1/12)} - 1
=
=

0.008862

Carrying Charge Rate =
CONFIDENTIAL DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED]
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Xcel Energy
South Dakota Capital Structure
Carrying Charge Calculation
State of South Dakota Jurisdiction

2011 Rate Case-Docket EL-11-019
Base Assumptions
Weighted Cost of Capital
Weighted Cost of Capital
Book Depreciation Rate
Tax Depreciation Life - MACRS
Composite SD Tax Rate =
Composite Company Tax Rate =
Property Tax Exempt =

7.79%
30 years
20 years
35.0000%
40.8481%
0.000%

3.33%

Use these values beginning August 1, 2012:
(b) Composite SD Tax Rate

35.0000%

(c) Carrying Charge Rate =
Annual Revenue Requirements Factor (Rate Base Factor)
= {Overall Rate of Return - (Weighted Debt Cost x Tax Rate)}/(1 - Tax Rate)
= {0.0779 - (0.0288 x 0.35)}/(1-0.35)
= 0.1043

0.1043

Monthly Revenue Requirements Factor
= {(1 + Annual Revenue Requirements Factor)^(1/12)} - 1
= {(1 + 0.1043)^(1/12)} - 1
= 0.008305
Carrying Charge Rate =

0.008305
0.008305

2011
November December
January

February

March

April

May

June

2012
July

August

September

October

* The January incentive is calculated as 30% of spend from Nov. 2011 through Jan. 2012. The DSM Incentive cap was reached in 2012 so the December incentive represents only 29% of that month's spend.

(Line 7 + 11)

12. End of Month Balance

(Line 9 x Line 10)

11. Carrying Charge

10. Carrying Charge Rate

(Line 7 - 8)

9.Net Investment

(Line 7 x 35%)

8. Accumulated Deferred Income Tax

(Line 1 + 4, minus Line 6)

7. Sub-Balance (Over/Under Recovery)

6. Total Cost Recovery

5. DSM Adjustment Factor ($/MWh)

(Line 2 + 3)

4. Total Expenditures + Incentive

(Line 2 x 30%)

3. Total Incentive *

2. DSM Program Expenditures

1. Beg. Balance

[CONFIDENTIAL DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED

2011/2012

Xcel Energy
2012 South Dakota DSM Tracker
Total

CONFIDENTIAL DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED]

November December
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Supporting Documentation for
Updated DSM Cost Adjustment Factor
The following is information specified in South Dakota Administrative Rule
20:10:13:26 regarding the updated DSM Cost Adjustment Factor:
(1) Name and address of the public utility;
Xcel Energy
500 West Russell Street
Sioux Falls, South Dakota 57104
(605) 339-8350
(2) Section and sheet number of tariff schedule;
Xcel Energy proposes to update DSM Rate tariff sheet number 73 in Section 5
of the Xcel Energy South Dakota Electric Rate Book. Pages 6-9 of this
attachment includes the proposed tariff sheets with the updated DSM Rate.
(3) Description of the change;
The proposed updated DSM Rate is designed to true up the slight overrecovery that occurred during the 2012-2013 period as well as recover all
forecasted 2014 DSM expenditures and incentives.
(4) Reason for the change;
As proposed in the South Dakota DSM Plan and described in the DSM Cost
Adjustment Factor tariff sheet, the Company plans to update the DSM Cost
Adjustment Factor on an annual basis in the May 1 Status Report filing. The
updated DSM Rate is designed to true up any over-recovery or under-recovery
that exists in the tracker as well as recover the forecasted DSM expenditures
and incentives for the upcoming year.
(5) Present rate;
Pursuant to the Commission’s October 21, 2011 Order,1 Xcel Energy
implemented the approved rate of $0.000496 per kWh effective January 1,
2012.
1

Docket No. EL 11-013
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(6) Proposed rate;
Xcel Energy requests a new DSM Cost Adjustment Factor of $0.000486 per
customer kWh.
(7) Proposed effective date of modified rate;
Xcel Energy requests this new DSM Cost Adjustment Factor of $0.000486 per
customer kWh be effective with the first billing cycle of January 2014. We
request this rate remain in effect through December 2014 or until the
Commission approves a new DSM Cost Adjustment Factor.
(8) Approximation of annual amount of increase or decrease in revenue;
This new DSM Cost Adjustment Factor of $0.000486 per customer kWh is a
decrease of $0.000010 per kWh or two percent.
(9) Points affected;
The proposed updated DSM Rate would be applicable to all areas served by
Xcel Energy in South Dakota.
(10) Estimation of the number of customers whose cost of service will be
affected and annual amounts of either increases or decreases, or both, in
cost of service to those customers;
The proposed electric tariff will apply to all customers throughout all customer
classes as described within the filing. Xcel Energy presently serves just over
84,000 electric customers in 36 communities in eastern South Dakota.
(11) Statement of facts, expert opinions, documents, and exhibits to
support the proposed changes.
A narrative for the calculation of the updated rate is included in the DSM Cost
Adjustment Factor Report section of this filing. The following pages of this
attachment include the forecasted 2013 and 2014 DSM Trackers, which are
referenced in the narrative, along with the proposed customer bill insert
message and the proposed updated tariff sheets in both redline and clean
versions.

Sub-Balance
(Line 4 - 6)

Accum Deferred Tax
(Line 7 * 35%)

Net Investment
(Line 7 - 8)

Carrying Charge
(Line 9 * carrying charge)

End of Month Balance
(Line 7 + 10)

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

6. CIP Adjustment Factor Recovery
(Factor times Sales)

5. CIP Adjustment Factor Rate ($/MWh)

RECOVERY

4. Total Expenses + Incentive
(Line 1 + 2 + 3)

3. 2012 Performance Incentive

2. CIP Program Expenditures

Jan
EXPENSES
[CONFIDENTIAL DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED
1. Balance

Northern States Power Company
State of South Dakota- Electric Utility
DSM Cost Recovery & Incentive Mechanism - Total
2013 Forecast
Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Nov

Dec

Annual

CONFIDENTIAL DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED]

Oct
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Table 1: 2013 DSM Tracker Forecast, With Cost Recovery in 2013

Sub-Balance
(Line 4 - 6)

Accum Deferred Tax
(Line 7 * 35%)

Net Investment
(Line 7 - 8)

Carrying Charge
(Line 9 * carrying charge)

End of Month Balance
(Line 7 + 10)

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

6. CIP Adjustment Factor Recovery
(Factor times Sales)

5. CIP Adjustment Factor Rate ($/MWh)

RECOVERY

4. Total Expenses + Incentive
(Line 1 + 2 + 3)

3. 2012 Performance Incentive

2. CIP Program Expenditures

Jan
EXPENSES
[CONFIDENTIAL DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED
1. Balance

Northern States Power Company
State of South Dakota- Electric Utility
DSM Cost Recovery & Incentive Mechanism - Total
2014 Forecast
Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Nov

Dec

Annual

CONFIDENTIAL DATA HAS BEEN EXCISED]

Oct
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Table 2: 2014 DSM Tracker Forecast, With Cost Recovery in 2014
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Proposed Customer Bill Notice
DSM Cost Adjustment Factor Decrease
Effective January 1, 2014
Xcel Energy offers a variety of load management and demand side
management (DSM) programs to our South Dakota customers to help them
reduce their home’s usage. The South Dakota Public Utilities Commission has
approved a new Demand Side Management (DSM) Cost Adjustment Factor as
a separate line item on your monthly electric bill to recover the cost of our load
management and DSM programs. Beginning January 1, 2014, the rate factor
will decrease from $0.000496 per kWh to $0.000486 per kWh.
Residential Electric Service – Winter Month Bill Example
This chart provides a comparison of customer bills by applying the prior DSM
rate vs. the new DSM rate.

Prior Rates
Usage
(kWh)
400
500
600
750
1000
2000

Other
Rates
$49.81
$60.20
$70.58
$86.17
$112.14
$214.35

Prior DSM Prior
Prior
Factor
DSM
Bill
$0.000496 $0.20 $50.00
$0.000496 $0.25 $60.45
$0.000496 $0.30 $70.88
$0.000496 $0.37 $86.54
$0.000496 $0.50 $112.63
$0.000496 $0.99 $215.34

Other
Rates
$49.81
$60.20
$70.58
$86.17
$112.14
$214.35

New Rates
Amount
New
DSM
New
New
of Bill
Percent
Factor
DSM
Bill
Decrease Decrease
$0.000486 $0.19 $50.00
$0.00
0.00%
$0.000486 $0.24 $60.44
($0.01)
-0.02%
$0.000486 $0.29 $70.87
($0.01)
-0.01%
$0.000486 $0.36 $86.53
($0.01)
-0.01%
$0.000486 $0.49 $112.62
($0.01)
-0.01%
$0.000486 $0.97 $215.32
($0.02)
-0.01%

For more information
You may examine the new rate rider by visiting our website at
xcelenergy.com/sdrates. If you have further questions, please contact Xcel
Energy at 1-800-895-4999.
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PROPOSED

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation
Minneapolis, MN 55401
SOUTH DAKOTA ELECTRIC RATE BOOK - SDPUC NO. 2
DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT COST
ADJUSTMENT FACTOR

Section No.
Original1st Revised Sheet No.
Cancelling Original Sheet No.

5
73
73

N

APPLICATION
Applicable to bills for electric service provided under the Company’s retail rate schedules.
RIDER
There shall be included on each customer’s monthly bill a Demand Side Management Cost Adjustment, which shall
be calculated by multiplying the monthly applicable billing kilowatt hours (kWh) by the Demand Side Management
Factor (DSM Factor). This Demand Side Management Cost Adjustment shall be calculated before city surcharge and
sales tax.
DETERMINATION OF DSM FACTOR
A DSM Factor shall be calculated by dividing the forecasted balance of the DSM Tracker Account (Tracker), including
any True Up, by the Forecasted Retail Sales for the Next Recovery Period. The DSM Factor shall be rounded to the
nearest $0.000001 per kWh.
The DSM Factor may be adjusted annually with approval of the South Dakota Public Utilities Commission
(Commission). The DSM Factor is:
All Customers

R

$0.000496$0.000486 per kWh

DSM Tracker shall include all annual expenses, costs and incentives associated with demand side management
programs and that are approved by the Commission. All revenues recovered pursuant to the Demand Side
Management Cost Adjustment shall be credited to the Tracker.
Forecasted Retail Sales shall be the estimated total retail electric sales for the Next Recovery Period.
Next Recovery Period shall be that period that begins January 1 and ends December 31 following the Company’s
most recent May 1 filing.

TRUE-UP
True Up shall include the difference between the revenues received from customers and actual expenditures for the
most recent recovery period ending December 31.
A True Up will be included in each annual May 1 filing beginning with the May 1, 2013 filing. The 2012 DSM Factor
calculation will not include a True Up due to no previous cost or revenue activity prior to implementation of the
Demand Side Management Cost Adjustment in 2012. Beginning with the Company’s request submitted on May 1,
2013, the DSM Factor may include a True Up.

Date Filed:
Docket No.

05-27-1105-01-13
By: Judy M. Poferl
Effective Date:
President and CEO of Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation
EL11-01313Order Date:

S:\General-Offices-GO-01\PSF\RA\Rates\Proposed\Sd_elec\EL13-xxx DSM\Se_5_73_r01_redline.doc

01-01-12
10-21-11

N
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PROPOSED

Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation
Minneapolis, MN 55401
SOUTH DAKOTA ELECTRIC RATE BOOK - SDPUC NO. 2
DEMAND SIDE MANAGEMENT COST
ADJUSTMENT FACTOR

Section No.
1st Revised Sheet No.
Cancelling Original Sheet No.

5
73
73

APPLICATION
Applicable to bills for electric service provided under the Company’s retail rate schedules.
RIDER
There shall be included on each customer’s monthly bill a Demand Side Management Cost Adjustment, which shall
be calculated by multiplying the monthly applicable billing kilowatt hours (kWh) by the Demand Side Management
Factor (DSM Factor). This Demand Side Management Cost Adjustment shall be calculated before city surcharge and
sales tax.
DETERMINATION OF DSM FACTOR
A DSM Factor shall be calculated by dividing the forecasted balance of the DSM Tracker Account (Tracker), including
any True Up, by the Forecasted Retail Sales for the Next Recovery Period. The DSM Factor shall be rounded to the
nearest $0.000001 per kWh.
The DSM Factor may be adjusted annually with approval of the South Dakota Public Utilities Commission
(Commission). The DSM Factor is:
All Customers

$0.000486 per kWh

DSM Tracker shall include all annual expenses, costs and incentives associated with demand side management
programs and that are approved by the Commission. All revenues recovered pursuant to the Demand Side
Management Cost Adjustment shall be credited to the Tracker.
Forecasted Retail Sales shall be the estimated total retail electric sales for the Next Recovery Period.
Next Recovery Period shall be that period that begins January 1 and ends December 31 following the Company’s
most recent May 1 filing.

TRUE-UP
True Up shall include the difference between the revenues received from customers and actual expenditures for the
most recent recovery period ending December 31.
A True Up will be included in each annual May 1 filing beginning with the May 1, 2013 filing. The 2012 DSM Factor
calculation will not include a True Up due to no previous cost or revenue activity prior to implementation of the
Demand Side Management Cost Adjustment in 2012. Beginning with the Company’s request submitted on May 1,
2013, the DSM Factor may include a True Up.

Date Filed:
Docket No.

05-01-13
By: Judy M. Poferl
Effective Date:
President and CEO of Northern States Power Company, a Minnesota corporation
EL13Order Date:

S:\General-Offices-GO-01\PSF\RA\Rates\Proposed\Sd_elec\EL13-xxx DSM\Se_5_73_r01.doc

R

